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The conventional wisdom is that Japan is in turmoil. A recent discussion I had with Jesper Koll (JK), WisdomTree Japan
CEO, and Scott Callon (SC), the Chairman of Ichigo, a publicly traded real estate company in Japan, helps shed light on
some key areas where the policies of Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe are actually working. Jesper, many say the
negative rates policy of the Bank of Japan (BOJ) is a failure. Do you agree? JK: The reality is that the negative rate
policy is actually working, in my view. Negative rates force a transfer of proﬁts from banks to private sector risk takers,
which is exactly what “Abenomics” is all about. Moreover, negative rates have triggered record outﬂows from Japanese
pension funds to overseas assets. In the three months since the end of January (when the BOJ announced the negative
rate policy1), a record $130 billion was invested abroad, mostly in U.S. ﬁxed income assets but also some Asian equities
(approximately 15%)2. Right now, due to a relatively low cost to hedge these assets, it is clear that the Japanese are
hedging their foreign currency exposure. If the U.S. were to tighten interest rates, which would raise the cost to hedge the
U.S. dollar exposure, those hedges should come off and we can see a renewed bout of yen weakness. These negative
interest rates are also spurring huge demand for mortgages and reﬁnancing, a further transfer of disposable
income to consumers. Jesper, is it just the low rates or are there other forces adding to growing demand for
residential property? JK: I believe that Japan is in a “demographic sweet spot” for residential properties. The reason is
the tightness of the labor markets, particularly for the young generation in their 20s and 30s where the population is
dropping by more than 200,000 people every year now. 3 This forces companies to hire full-time rather than part-time
employees, an exact turnaround from the past 20 years when basically the only net employment growth was part-timers.
Last year (2015), Japan created net full-time employment of around 260,000—the ﬁrst positive upturn in full-time
employment in over one decade.4 Leading companies are now rehiring part-time workers onto full-time contracts. This
boosts incomes, raises job security and gives access to credit. In Japan, part-time workers cannot get a mortgage. This
turnaround in the quality of employment is key to Japan’s positive dynamics—Japan is creating a new middle class. This
is exactly why demand for homes and condominiums is rising, why mortgage credit is growing. Most importantly, it is a
structural upturn in the demand for real estate, not just a cyclical pickup. Combine the rise of Japan’s new middle class
with a 0.6% 10-year ﬁxed-rate mortgage5 and you’ve got a powerful case for real estate in general, residential in
particular. Ichigo has a 20% return on equity (ROE)—one of the highest in the Japanese real estate industry and
in the Japanese market more broadly. Scott, do you believe Abe’s focus on ROE as a target is making companies
better capital stewards? SC: Yes, I do. To start with Ichigo, we have spent the last eight years working to get better at
what we do, which is preserving and improving Japanese real estate. We are fully committed to generating a globally
best-in-class ROE. Across the broader market, there has been a shift toward better capital management and better
returns to shareholders as a result of Abenomics. With respect to Abe’s “third arrow,” which is structural reform, there are
three positive changes you can point to. 1. There has been a signiﬁcant cut in the corporate tax rate. This is very
important to shareholders. At a 40% tax rate, shareholders kept only 60 cents of every dollar the company made. At 30%,
shareholders keep 70 cents, which is a 17% increase in proﬁts6. All things held equal, that makes Japanese companies
and their shares 17% more valuable. 2. There has been an increase in labor force participation by Japanese women,
which is now the highest in history. This is both a social good and an economic good and supports higher levels of
economic activity. 3. Corporate governance is dramatically better. Japan enacted its ﬁrst corporate governance code on
June 1, 2015.7 The new code has supported a market-wide focus on higher returns for shareholders. Japan now has a bill
of rights for shareholders and a constitutional document for corporations. Do you expect to see more active voices
voting against the management team if they don’t deliver capital stewardship? SC: Yes. Japan has changed, and in
a positive way for equity investors. For 20 years, poor stock market performance was linked very speciﬁcally to 1) overly
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tight monetary policy, which BOJ governor Haruhiko Kuroda has now ﬁxed, and 2) less-than-world-class corporate
governance that the new corporate governance and stewardship codes are now ﬁxing. The corporate governance has
given fundamental rights to shareholders. The stewardship code has asked investors to exercise those rights. The pension
funds are obligated to exercise those rights. We have already begun to see increase in negative votes at shareholder
meetings, direct dialogue with companies, and positive pressure for change. This is also why we have seen record levels
of share repurchases by Japanese companies, which is reﬂective of the fact that share prices are low and arguably
undervalued.8 Valuation is critical, in my view. If companies buy back shares at prices that are above fundamental value,
the buybacks destroy shareholder value. But Japanese companies are productively buying back shares when they should
because the shares are inexpensive. Management is increasingly focused on doing the right things for shareholders.
1Source: “Introduction of Quantitative and Qualitative Monetary Easing with a Negative Interest Rate,” Bank of Japan,
1/29/16. 2Source: Bank of Japan, as of 3/31/16. 3Source: Statistics Bureau of Japan, Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications. Data as of 2/16. 4Source: “Full-Time Workers on the Rise as Businesses Seek Talent,” Nikkei Asian
Review, 2/17/16. 5Source: Taiga Uranaka, “Negative Rates a Boon to Mortgage Reﬁnance for Japan’s Internet Banks,”
Reuters, 3/31/16. 6Source: Jiji Kyodo, “Japanese Government Mulls Corporate Tax Cut to Below 30% in Fiscal 2016,”
The Japan Times, 11/25/15. 7Source: “Japan’s Corporate Governance Code: Seeking Sustainable Corporate Growth and
Increased Corporate Value over the Mid- to Long-Term,” JPX Tokyo Stock Exchange, 6/1/15. 8Sources: WisdomTree,
FactSet, with data on Japanese equities measured from 12/31/13 to 3/31/16.
Importan t Risks Re late d to th is Article

Investments focused in Japan increase the impact of events and developments associated with the region, which can
adversely affect performance.
Investments in real estate involve additional special risks, such as credit risk, interest rate ﬂuctuations and the effect of
varied economic conditions. Please read the Fund’s prospectus for specific details regarding the Fund’s risk profile.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.
For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook
View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Kara Marciscano, Jianing Wu, Brian Manby and Scott Welch are registered representatives of
Foreside Fund Services, LLC.
WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.
You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS
Negative Interest Rate Policy (NIRP) : A monetary policy where by interest rates.
Abenomics : Series of policies enacted after the election of Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on December 16, 2012
aimed at stimulating Japan’s economic growth.
Hedge : Making an investment to reduce the risk of adverse price movements in an asset. Normally, a hedge consists of
taking an offsetting position in a related security, such as a futures contract.
Mortgages : A mortgage is a debt instrument, secured by the collateral of speciﬁed real estate property, that the
borrower is obliged to pay back with a predetermined set of payments.
Disposable Income : Disposable income is the amount of money that households have available for spending and
saving after income taxes have been accounted for.
Credit : A contractual agreement in which a borrower receives something of value now and agrees to repay the lender at
some date in the future.
Return on Equity (ROE) : Measures a corporation’s profitability by revealing how much profit a company generates with
the money shareholders have invested.
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